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INTRO
NUTRITION BRAND PARTNERS WITH OCEANWING
FOR FULL-CYCLE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT AND
INTEGRATED AMAZON OPTIMIZATION
For most brands, seizing a profitable market share in a

competitive industry is quite challenging but not impossible.
Amazon has over 9 million sellers, so visibility is key to

reaching higher growth rates and greater profits on the
eCommerce giant.

Our client, a nutrition brand, wanted to gain visibility in one of
the fastest-growing categories on Amazon — collagen. The
client had done an excellent job on product and

eCommerce strategies but hadn’t been able to break the top
seller ceiling on Amazon.

So, what we did was conduct an integrated analysis of their
Amazon business and their brand and built a strategy
focused on the following key pillars:
• Unify the Price on Amazon
• Listings Optimization

• Amazon DSP Ads Optimization
• FBA Inventory Management

Result? Within just one month, they achieved Best Seller in
their category and doubled their sales.
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THE BRAND

The nutrition industry is fast-growing, especially in this hypercompetitive subcategory — collagen.

Collagen is the main structural component in building

healthy skin, bones, hair, and nails. The food and beverage
industry is expected to be a significant contributor to the
rising demand for collagen.

For some context into collagen’s rising popularity in the

consumer market, by the end of 2020, collagen's global

market size value had reached $4.7 billion. And because of
the changing preference of lifestyle, health, and personal

care, the demand continues to rise. As a result, the collagen
market is forecasted to reach $7 billion in 2027.
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Needless to say, there’s a lot of opportunities

there for enterprising brands to capitalize on.
Our client had found great success in US

markets, where their powders, beverages,

nutrition bars, and other products can be found
on most major retailers' shelves.

The brand's products are highly profitable, but
they still had some gaps to fill before the
company could dominate the market.

Fortunately, our client had a solid foundation to
build from, thanks to their current brick-andmortar retail success.
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THE
PROBLEM:
VISIBILITY
There are over 9 million sellers on Amazon. Getting your

offerings in front of the right people can be daunting. For

many of our clients, visibility is a key obstacle in reaching
higher growth rates and greater profits on Amazon.

Our client was in a highly competitive category. Also, they
lacked full-cycle account management for integrated

Amazon optimization. So that made the common visibility
problem even more pronounced. When they first reached
out to us, the brand had a ways to go before they could
reach the #1 seller status.

To help the brand fill the gap, we did a thorough assessment
of their Amazon business. We found that the main reason for

the gap between their current status hitting #1 seller was that
their operation was inaccurate. They were missing out on
several key growth opportunities.
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THESE WERE THE TOP 4 BIGGEST
PROBLEMS THEY WERE FACING:
#1. Serious conflicts between cross-channel pricing and
promotion

Conflicts between channels were harmful to the brand and

were eating into its profit margin. For example, when people

find different prices of the same product from other sellers on
Amazon, customers get confused, hurting the brand image.

#2. The information on their Amazon listings wasn’t accurate
The brand’s Amazon listings needed to be optimized. Our

conjecture was that incomplete information led to a lower

conversion rate that was harmful to the sales performance.
#3. Amazon Ads were inefficient
Their Amazon DSP ads strategy was very simple, but there was
a lot of room for improvement. The low efficiency of the paid
ads was wasteful for the company’s budget.
# 4.Low FBA in-stock rate
The out-of-stock rate was comparably high, which meant the
brand was giving selling opportunities to competitors.

By themselves, each of these problems didn’t necessarily look

like a big deal or particularly harmful to the company's bottom
line. But altogether, these issues created a much bigger issue
for the company if its goal was to reach #1 bestseller status.
Fixing each seemingly minor issue would close the gap and
achieve the status the brand wanted.
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THE
OCEANWING
SOLUTION
After Oceanwing’s expert team was on board for less than
a month, the brand hit the coveted #1 seller spot in the

collagen category on Amazon. And the client has kept the
bestseller tag since.

The main problem the brand was facing was an

inaccuracy in their Amazon store management. So, we
established full-cycle account management for

integrated Amazon optimization. Then, we set the strategy
accordingly and rolled out a plan for solving each of the
problems asap.
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HERE’S WHAT WE DID:
#1. Unified the price on Amazon
We communicated with the brand's operation team and let them
know the importance of the price conflict issue. As a result, they

set the price standard to better manage their franchise partners.
Managing the price across channels is not an easy job. However,
to better solve the problem, we had a few tools at our disposal.
Pro Tip:
For brands with multiple channels, Amazon, Costco, etc., we

recommend providing different products for different channels.
This makes it much simpler to unify multi-channel prices.
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# 2. Listings Optimization
A common mistake Amazon sellers make is that you can’t simply
copy/paste your website product descriptions to your Amazon
listings. Instead, you’ve got to be strategic about it.

We rewrote all of the subjects and context according to our
research into Amazon trending keywords.

By the way, this is critical for getting people to find your listings
on Amazon.

Since keywords are changing all the time, we’ve also made
frequent updates to the client’s Amazon product listings.

Also, listing pictures are critical to getting seen on the Amazon

search engine. So we checked all the brand pages, compared

them to competitors, and added necessary details to make sure
there were no misgivings or confusion for potential customers.

The truth is, if customers find that they have questions about the
product, they won’t contact customer service for help. Instead,
they’ll click away.

Answering all common customer queries about the product on
the listing page is crucial for conversion rates.
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#3. Amazon DSP Ads Optimization
When people were searching for related keywords on

Amazon, our client’s rankings were very low. The reason for
this is that they were only bidding for brand words. Since
many opportunities were being lost, improving their SEO
was urgent.

Based on our keywords analysis, we significantly

increased the ads budget from 20% of revenue to 40% —
aggressively dominating the ads space.

To make the budget more efficient, we did a traffic

analysis in parallel. According to data analysis for the

traffic distribution, we allocated the budget to different

sources according to their performance. It turned out we
saved more than 50% of the total budget.
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# 4. FBA Inventory Management
Good inventory management significantly

impacts sales. But sellers often experience

unexpected stockouts, slow-moving products,
and waste and spoilage at every turn.

Unfortunately, these were common issues for the
brand.

We found that poor planning and inventory
inefficiencies were significant sources of

budgetary waste. As a result, we communicated
with the brand's team and encouraged them to
improve the workflow.

We applied Oceanwing’s inventory management
system to help the brand achieve a clear view of
its inventory status. Combined with our

understanding of their supplier lead times and

sell-through rate, we ensured the brand had a

sufficient supply of stock and plans for seasonal
fluctuations.
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THE
RESULTS:
BEST SELLER
STATUS
The client’s market share is now over 30%, and the secondbest brand is less than 15% — which is far behind.

Nevertheless, our work achieved tremendous success and

went far beyond their expectations. The nutrition brand has
won the market without a doubt.

THE MAIN ACHIEVEMENT INCLUDED:
Saved over $1 million in operational expenses
Grew brand search volume 3750%
Increased 24-hour customer support capabilities
Achieved the Top 1 category within a month
Doubled sales numbers from the previous year

What did these results mean for the brand?
It meant that our client saved a lot of budget and increased
their efficiency. They’re also constantly generating more
sales and millions of additional dollars in revenue each year.
Now, instead of being hidden behind competitors' product
listings, they stand out and shine.
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ABOUT US
Oceanwing is a full-service provider of commerce solutions and market analytics

for retail brands as well as a global eCommerce partner on Amazon. Launched by
leading charging tech company, Anker, Oceanwing utilizes the successful growth
formula that quickly led its parent company to become the world’s largest seller
on Amazon. Oceanwing provides full-cycle account management services for
integrated Amazon optimization.

CONTACT US FOR A FREE
CONSULTATION TODAY!

Website:
https://oceanwing.com/

Email:
services-us@oceanwing.com

Address:
10900 NE 8th St, Ste 501, Bellevue, WA 98004, US

